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Summary findings
In 1980, China's government owned and controlled its
state enterprises, whicn were managed (inefficiently) by
bureaucrats. During the 1980s, the government
experimented with decentralizing state enterprises to
boost productivity. By decade's end, China's state
enterprises had become more market-oriented, and the
structure of enterprise property rights had changed
dramatically.
Xu examines how China's government and state
enterprises partitioned property rights - how the
government and enterprises decided about incentives,
financial arrangements, and control rights.
Xu assumes that the government is risk-neutral and the
enterprise manager is risk-averse; that the government's
goal is to increase revenue (or profitability), to retain
control of the firms, and to reduce the inequality of
income across firms (by bailing out firms in financial
trouble and collective heavier taxes on high-performing
firms). The enterprise manager and employees, on the
other hand, have an informational advantage over the

government that allows them to earn a rent; that
advantage leads to suboptimal efforts.
Among Xu's findings:
* The ways the government and enterprises
partitioned property rights were consistent with the
prediction of the principal-agent model based on the
above assumption.
Many of the changes in property rights reflected the
government's attempt to cope with managerial
informational advantage.
* The government, in striving for equality, rewards
inefficient firms while penalizing efficient ones (the socalled ratchet effect). Efficient firms are unwilling to
reveal their true efficiency. They pretend to be inefficient
by slacking, so they can get more transfers. So, there are
inherent conflicts between two of the government's
goals: profitability and equality. And the government's
desire to control state enterprises prevents many of them
from becoming decentralized and improving their
productivity.
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I. Introduction
Property rights of state owned enterprises (SOEs) display large cross-sectional and time
series variations. A case in point is Chinese SOEs in the 1980s. As will be shown later,
Chinese SOE managers faced firm-specific profit retention rates, had different production
decision rights and discretion in employee wage determination, and financed investments
from different sources---some relied more on govermmentfunds, some on bank loans, and
the others on their own retained profits. What determines how the involved parties
partition property rights? What are the behavior patterns of the government and SOEs in
this process? These questions are the central concerns of this paper. A positive study of
the political economy of property rights will help us better understand SOEs' behavior,
including the objectives and constraints of the government; it may, therefore, enable us to
offer better prescriptions for reform of SOEs. As yet, these questions have not been
addressed systematically, and this research attempts to fill that void.
The theoretical approach used here highlights the asymmetry of information
between the government and managers to examine how the principal (the government)
and agents (managers) partition control rights and incentives. To curb the information
advantage of SOEs, the government designed incentives and control rights based on the
finns' characteristics---such as the risks they faced, their sizes, capital intensities, and
past performance. For instance, for firms facing a "nosier" environment, the government
often designed lower profit sharing and retained more centralized production decisions to
mitigate risk; for firms with higher capital intensity, the govermment's goal of
maintaining the value of equipment was likely to be in conflict with the employees'
short-run bonus motives when profitability-based pay was imposed. Thus monitoring was
more likely to be used than pay sensitivity in inducing internal labor incentives in capitalintensive firms.
The empirical implementation and tests were carried out using A Survey of State
Enferprises: 1980-1989, a panel data set consists of 769 firms over 1980-1989. Firms in
1

this data set display variations of property rights both in cross section and time series
reflecting the differential timing of many decentralized reforms. The rich variation in
property rights and the size of the data set allow us to examine in detail the determinants
of property rights such as management turnover, profit retention rates, production
decisions, financing arrangements, and wage control rights.
We find that the property rights configurations were in general consistent with the
implications of a principal-agent model in which the government had at least three goals:
profitability (or tax revenue), control over firms, and inter-firm equality -- through bailing
out firms in financial troubles, and collecting heavier taxes on well-performing firms. The
property rights structure also reflected government attempts to deal with the information
problem relying on the rationality of SOEs: it designed high-powered incentives -- that is,
higher firm-level pay sensitivity -- for efficient firms, which accepted this type of contract
because they expected high revenue associated with their high productivity, and it used
low-powered incentives and more centralized control for inefficient firms, which chose
this type of contract in anticipation of low productivity.

II. The Data and the Decentralized Reforms
This research uses A Survey of State Enterprises: 1980--1989, a retrospective survey
conducted by the Chinese Academy of Social Science in 1991.2The data set is a balanced
one: no firms were dropped out during the 10 years. The survey questionnaires were sent
out to 800 state enterprises. Valid responses of 769 firms, located in 21 cities in four
provinces of China (Sichuan, Jiangsu, Jilin, and Shanxi), were returned. This data set
was not designed to be a random sample of the state enterprises: large firms were over-

2This data set has beenused by many other authors,includingGroveset al., "Autonomyand
Incentivesin ChineseStateEnterprises,"Quarterly Journal of Economics, 109(1)(1994); "China's
evolvingmanageriallabormarket,"in Journal of Political Economy, 103(4)(1995).
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represented, making up more than 70% of the sample; the median firn had 931
employees.
The data set consists of two parts. Part one, filled out by accountants of the firm
surveyed, contains quantitative tables with details of the firm's production inputs,
outputs, internal incentives, wages, and profits. Part two, answered by the manager of
the firm, includes information about the firm's industry affiliation, governance status,
when the firm was granted the discretion to plan output and what product to produce,
when the firm adopted the Management Responsibility System, and whether the manager
had the discretion to determine wage setting.

Change in Property Rights Structure of State Enterprises in the 1980s
At the beginning of the 1980s, both ownership and control of Chinese SOEs belonged to
the state: the government collected all profits, and allocated the entire investment fund,
wage, and collective welfare expenditures (such as firm-specific housing and medical
facility). The managers did not have autonomy over production decisions and employee
cornpensation. State enterprises were largely managed by bureaucrats. Without a link
between rewards and performance, the managers and employees did not have incentives
to work hard.
During the 1980s, the government experimented with decentralizing state
enterprises to boost productivity. By the end of the decade the property rights structure of
SO:Eshad changed dramatically, becoming much more market-oriented.3 Meanwhile the

3For more thorough coverageof

industrial reforms and the rural reforns of China, see D. Gale
Johnson,The People's Republicof China: 1978-1990,San Francisco:ICF Press, 1990; Gene Tidrick and
Chen Ji Yuan, China's Industrial Reforms,New York: OxfordUniversityPress, 1987;Dwight Perkins,
"Completing China's Moves to the Market, Economic Perspectives, 8 (1994), 23-46; and Jefferson and
Rawski, "Enterprise Reform in Chinese Industry," Economic Perspectives, 8 (1994), 47-70.
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labor productivity of the firms in the data set increased at 2.6% annually.4 The individual
reforns are described below; their trend is displayed in table 1.
1. Increasing profit retention rates. SOEs faced two retention rates: the base
retention rate for the profit below or at the base amount, and a marginal retention rate for
profit above it.5 The average base retention rate increased from 17% in 1980 to 39% in
1989, most of this increase occurring before 1986. The average marginal retention rates,
lower than the average base retention rates, increased more smoothly: from 11% in 1980,
to 17% in 1984, and 27% in 1989. The variation across firms and over time was
Table 1. Trends of the Decentralized Reforms in the 1980s
80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

Averagebase retentionrate

.17

.19

.22

.30

.34

.37

.39

.38

.39

.39

Averagemarginalretentionrate

.11

.12

.11

.14

.17

.17

.19

.23

.26

.27

% firms with productionautonomy

.07

.08

.10

.14

.25

.35

.40

.53

.64

.67

.64

.62

.60

.58

.57

.57

Averagemandatory-planshare

Not Available

% firms with wage discretion

.01

.01

.01

.02

.05

.09

.12

.20

.32

.35

% firms underMRS

.00

.00

.00

.01

.02

.04

.08

.42

.83

.88

Averagefirm-levelpay sensitivity
for firmsunder MRS

Too Few Observations

.51

.39

.41

.46

.43

.42

% investment fmancedby
governmentfunds
% investmentfnanced by
bank loans
% investmentfmancedby
profit retention
% firmswith managementturnover

.27

.26

.24

.21

.20

.17

.14

.13

.12

.10

.17

.18

.20

.22

.25

.33

.32

.34

.33

.28

.08

.08

.09

.12

.12

.12

.12

.12

.15

.15

.09

.01

.06

.10

.16

.14

.07

.15

.10

.09

Source: A Survey of State Enterprises: 1980-89.

4It may be usefulto knowthat therewere two complementary
conditionsthat allowedSOE
reformsto work. First,SOEsbecame increasinglyactivein both the input andproductmarkets.Between
1980and 1989,the share of materialinputspurchasedthroughthe marketrose from 32%to 59%,and the
shareof outputsold on the marketrose up from49% to 60%.Second,the SOE sectorfacedincreasing
competitionfrom the non-statesector:in 1980,collectiveand other non-state-ownedindustriesaccounted
for 21% of gross valueof industrialoutput;by 1991this figurehad risen to 47%.
5Accordingto MRS in practice, the determinationof base profit was largely exogenous--usually
someweightedaverageof pastprofits, or simplyone-periodlaggedprofit. SeeResearchGroup for the

Chinese Firm System Reform, System Reform Committee, Management Responsibility System in Practice,
Beijing, China: The Economic Management Press, 1988.
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substantial. A firm could use retained profit to invest, improve collective welfare, or pay
ernployee bonuses. However, the manager's freedom in using retained profit was limited
by many constraints such as a bonus cap, a very high progressive tax rate, or increasing
dependency on self-financing for capital investment, for which the government was
previously fully responsible. In the rest of the paper, the base retention rate is viewed as a
transfer mechanism, and the marginal rate as an incentive device for the firm.
2. Autonomy of production decisions. At the beginning of the 1980s the
government controlled most of the production plans for SOEs. Throughout the decade it
gradually granted some firms more autonomy on production decisions, mainly in six
areas: value and physical quantity of output, and choices of product, technology,
production scheduling, and exports.6 In our data set the share of SOEs with production
autonomy increased from 7% in 1980 to 25% in 1984, 53% in 1987, and 67% in 1989.
Another indicator of production autonomy is the share of output under the government's
mandatory plan (mandatory plan share hereafter): 7 a low value implies a high level of
production autonomy for the firm. The average share dropped from 64% in 1984 to 57%
in 1989.
3. More managerial discretion to determine employees' wages. Traditionally the
government set an employee's wage by an almost deterministic function of personal
observables such as age, education, location, and tenure, leaving managers with no
leverage to induce employee efforts. Worse yet, managers could not fire employees.8 To
6

Thesetypes of productiondecisionswere delegatedaroundthe same time, with the exceptionof
productionscheduling,whichcameearlier,and exportsautonomy,whichcamelater.
7A state enterprise'soutput fell under three categories:mandatoryplan by the government,which
is set up by the govermmentand must be fulfilled, directiveplan that was suggestedby the government,
and ownplan whichwas underthe discretionof the manager.
Part of the reasonwas that the "fallbackposition"for the firedemployeesimpliedgreat
hardship: it was very difficultto findjobs outsidethe incumbentfirmdue to a rigid labormarket; in
addition,sincethe social securityandwelfarefunctionwas canriedoutby the state enterprisesrather than
the marketor the state,the dismissedemployeeswouldlose much of their firm-specificinvestmentssuch
as housing,tenurewage,pensionplan if they left the incumbentfirms.
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improve internal labor incentives, the government granted managerial wage discretion
(called the flrm-specific wage scheme) for managers to base employees' wages on their
observed productivity, controlling only either the firm's aggregate wages or their growth
rate. That managerial discretion, presumably, could be manifested in determining
employee wages based on his output (pay sensitivity) and on his effort and skills
(monitoring); yet, in a team production setup, managers could not tell each employee's
productivity. Individual-level pay sensitivity is thus precluded from being a component of
that discretion. In the rest of the paper, therefore, managerial wage discretion is justifiably
viewed as managers' heightened right to monitor as an incentive device for employees.9
The share of firms with managerial wage discretion increased in the latter 1980s: it was
only 0.5% in 1980, 5% in 1984, then jumped to 20% in 1987, and 35% in 1989.
4. Making a firm more self-financing. A SOE could finance its investment
through government funds, bank loans, and profit retention. Traditionally the government
funds were the major source. Over the decade the share of finance attributable to bank
loans and profit retention increased: the figure for by bank loans was 14% in 1980, 22%
in 1984, 32% in 1987, and 27% in 1989; for profit retention the figure was 13% in 1980,
15% in 1984, 15% in 1987, and 17% in 1989. In the rest of the paper, direct government
finance is regarded as a redistributive mechanism: since its funds are more heavily
subsidized than other sources, greater reliance on government funds indicates larger
transfer to SOEs.
5. Management (or Contract) Responsibility System (MIRS)and firm wage
elasticity.' 0 The counterpart to the Household Responsibility System of the Chinese

9In thispaper,monitoring
refersto thatperformedbymanagerson employees.
Wedo not discuss
themonitoring
thegovernment
conductedonthefirms,forwedo nothavea goodmeasureof government
monitoringonfirms.Whileproductionautonomymaysoundlikelessenedgovernment
monitoringon
firms,it is not clearthatwasthecase.
'0AIIinformation
aboutMRSis fromMRS in Practice.
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agricultural reform, I MRS was, perhaps, intended to be the most dramatic reform for
SOEs. MRS is a performance contract signed between the government and a SOE,
usually for a duration of 3-5 years. Under the contract, the manager was granted some
discretion to make decisions within the firm, and was supposed to fulfill specified
targets. 12 Typically a MRS contract specified the distribution of value added between the
state and the firm, performance requirements such as the minimum annual expenditure on
capital maintenance, the number of new products to be developed, the volume of output
to be delivered to the state and its price, the dependence of CEO compensation on the
peirformanceof the firm, and the way the total wage bill was linked to the firm's profit
level-- that is, an ex ante wage elasticity with respect to profit. Bear in mind that this
firm level pay sensitivity existed only when the firm was under the MRS. Given the
co]mplexityof contract provisions, MRS often resembled an imposed state plan. It was
not clear, therefore, that it gave the manager more independence. In the rest of the paper
MRS is interpreted as the government's attempt to use performance contracts with
incentive components (as measured by firm-level wage elasticity) to govern SOEs. Most
firms did not adopt MRS until 1987. Almost none had a MRS contract in 1980, only 2%
of the sample in 1984, but 42% in 1987, and 88% in 1989.
6. Increasing management turnover. Over the decade, an increasing number of
firms experienced management turnover, especially from 1983-85 and 1987-1989. The
figure was 9% and 6% of firms in 1980 and 1982, and then jumped to 16% and 14% in

"Justin Yifu Lin, "RuralReformsand AgriculturalGrowthin China,"AmericanEconomic
Review,82 (1992),34-51;McMillanet al. (1989),"The Impact of China's EconomicReformon
AgriculturalProductivityGrowth."Journalof PoliticalEconomy,97 (1989),781-807. Bothauthors
attributedthe adoptionof the HouseholdResponsibilitySystemas the major sourceof the unprecedented
increaseof farmingproductivityin China in the firsthalf of the 1980s.
12Usually,
the MRScontractfor a firm was signedby the industrialbureau,which was a branch
of governmentin charge of industrialSOEs, and by somerepresentativesof the firn, includingthe
manager--thewinner for the contract.The winnerwas determined by a committee representingthe
government,and sometimesalso the employeesof the firm.
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1984 and 1985; it dropped to 7% in 1986, then increased to 15% in 1987, and dropped
again to 10% and 9% in 1988 and 1989.

III Hypotheses about the Determinants of Decentralization
Using a principal-agent (PA) approach, this section discusses what determines the way
the government and SOEs decide internal and managerial incentives, financing
arrangements, and control rights over production decisions. Consider this PA
relationship: the government as the principal is risk-neutral, and the manager of a SOE as
the agent is risk averse. For some reforms, I shall also consider a PA relationship between
the manager as the principal and his employees as his agents. The government is
postulated to have three goals: increase revenue (or profitability), retain control of SOEs
which represent high control amenity -- that is, utility from directly controlling the firms - to the government, and reduce the inequality of income across firms. Managers and
employees have an informational advantage over the government that allows them to earn
a rent, and that advantage, as a result, causes sub-optimal effort and investment levels. To
reduce the informational asymmetry, the government can design managerial and
employee incentives, control rights and performance contracts to align the objectives of
13

the SOEs with those of the government. The manager, of course, may opt for the more
centralized status quo if the firm is better off than under the considered reform.

Incentives, Control and Risks
In designing incentives the government would like to differentiate between firms in terms
of the risks they face, and strike a balance between incentives and insurance.14 In
13 See Laffont and Tirole (1993), chapter 1, A Theoryof Incentives in Procurement and
Regulation, the MIT Press: Cambridge, Massachusetts.
14Forsurveys on principal-agent models, see David Sappington, "Incentives in Principal-Agent
Relationships," Journal of Economic Perspectives, 5(2), 1991, p. 45-66; Bengt Holmstrom and Jean Tirole,
"The Theory of the Firm," in Schmalensee R., and R. Willig eds., Handbook of IndustrialOrganization,
Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1989.
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particular, other things equal, firm facing relatively greater risks should be given more
insurance, corresponding to lower-powered incentives (in our context, lower marginal
profit retention rates). Since in these risky firms the government cannot rely on sufficient
incentives, it instead will rely to a larger extent on controlling the operation of the firm
directly. Thus we expect more risky firms to have less production autonomy. Further, a
firm facing higher risks would be less likely to choose MRS as that option would expose
them to a larger extent to risks. In other words, the relative gains from the risk-free nature
of the centralized status quo may often be larger for these firms. Thus we conjecture that
firms facing more risks will lean less toward adopting MRS. Let us call the above the

insurance-incentive-tradeoffhypothesis.
A brief summary of all the hypotheses will
appear in table 5 at the beginning of section V, and in another form in table 2 at the end
of this section.

AIRS, Pay Sensitivity and Efficiency Level
In designing MRS contracts (including the pay sensitivity), the government has to
balance two conflicting goals: effective incentives and extracting rents enjoyed by
SOEs.15 Because of managers' information advantage the government cannot distinguish
efficient from inefficient firms. To induce firms to reveal their own types, the
government can offer a menu of MRS which differ in incentive intensity and insurance
coverage. Incentive intensity is reflected in firm-level pay sensitivity (to profits).16To
illustrate, assume the manager's utility function increases with monetary rewards ( which
are equal to a lump sum transfer plus shared profit), and decreases with effort level. The
government offers two types of MRS contract: the high-sharing type with a high firmlevel pay sensitivity (high-powered incentives), and a low amount of fixed transfer (low
insurance), and the good-insurance type with a low pay sensitivity, and a high amount of
15Laffontand Tirole(1993). See note 13.
16 Ibid.
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transfer. Consider the subset of firms for whom both types of contract represent higher
utility levels than that under the centralized mode. The inefficient firms will prefer the
good-insurance type: the managers know that they will not obtain a large profit, therefore
their utility is maximized under the contract with a high transfer, low pay sensitivity, and
low efforts. In contrast, the efficient firms will prefer the contract with high pay
sensitivity: they know that they will be able to reach a large profit level, thus the utility
level associated with the high wage amount, the low transfer and corresponding high
efforts will be larger than under the alternative contract. Of course, there would still be
firms that opt for no participation in MRS: for extremely inefficient firms, even the goodinsurance MRS contract would expose them to some risks, whereas the centralized status
quo offers more insurance.
The above separating equilibrium improves efficiency in comparison to offering
the same contract to every firm. I shall illustrate by showing that 3 cases of pooling
equilibrium do not work as well as the separating equilibrium. Case 1: offer a large
transfer and large pay sensitivity to both types of firms. They will all accept gladly. But
this incentive scheme will leave the SOEs with too much rent, an undesirable outcome
since the state's budget constraint is tight and public funds are generated through
distortionary taxes. Case 2: offer a large transfer and a low pay sensitivity to both types.
All inefficient firms will accept the contract. Some efficient firms will stay at the
centralized mode; others will accept the contract. As a result, efficient firms yield lower
efforts than if they had high pay sensitivity and a low transfer. In this case, slacking on
the part of efficient firms prevents the maximization of the social welfare (the
government's plus the firms' utilities). Finally case 3: offer a low transfer and high pay
sensitivity. Then the efficient firms will participate but the inefficient will not. As a
result, the inefficient type will yield a lower effort level than if it participates in the highinsurance contract type. Again, social welfare is likely to be lower than that in the
separating equilibrium. While the choice of MRS contract may successfully cope with
10

hidden information problems, it cannot overcome the moral hazard problem: whereas the
efficient firms will work hard due to the high-incentives contract, the inefficient firms,
due to the low incentives for the good-insurance contract, will not work as hard as when
the government has perfect information.
The above analysis offer testable implications for MRS status and its associated
incentive components, namely pay sensitivity. The theory implies that efficient firms will
choose MRS with a high pay sensitivity, while inefficient ones will choose either a low
pay sensitivity or not to adopt MRS. We call this the self-selection hypothesis.

IniternalLabor Incentives, Firm Size and Capital Intensity
When the government decides if the manager should be granted the rights to control a
firm's internal incentives, it will take into account the information structure underlying a
firm's size and its capital intensity. Due to the inseparability of team members'
productivity, employees enjoy a certain amount of discretion that may run counter to the
objectives of the government.'7 To align the incentives of the employees with its goals,
the government can choose two types of incentives: allow managers to monitor (rewards
based on input) or use pay sensitivity (rewards based on output).
The government would dictate that, employees in more capital-intensive SOEs be
more closely monitored (i.e., depend more on managerial wage discretion) and less
ma,tivatedby pay sensitivity so that the danger of equipment abuse in the presence of pay
sensitivity would be mitigated. Pay sensitivity based on current profitability can be
especially harmful. That is, a firm's current profit can simply be boosted by underinvesting and over-utilizing machines which may reduce future capital stock (or its
growth), therefore, hurting the long run objective of the government. Monitoring
em;ployeesin capital-intensive firms are more attuned to the longer term goals of the
17Alchian, A. and Demsetz, H. "Production, Information Costs, and Economic Organization."

TheAmericanEconomicReview,Vol. 62, No. 5 (December 1972).
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government, the abuse of capital is more likely to be prevented. In this way, the rewards
for workers in capital-intensive firms should be less based on short-term outcome
measures such as profitability (i.e. should exhibit less pay sensitivity).
The government may also prefer that larger firms have stronger internal labor
incentives in order to compensate for the loss of control associated with a burgeoning
workforce. When a firm's size increases, employees enjoy a larger extent of discretion.
So a firm with a larger size needs stronger internal labor incentives to induce desirable
employee actions, both in the form of pay sensitivity and managerial wage discretion.
These hypotheses relating pay sensitivity and managerial wage discretion to firm size and
capital-intensity are called the Alchian-Demsetz hypotheses.

Management Change and Firm Characteristics
Managerial slacking can be curbed by taking advantage of their career concern. 8 The
government can threaten the manager with losing his job and reputation if he is judged to
have done a poor job. The government infers his effort by observing the firm's
performance: if it turns out to be poor, he is more likely to have shirked, and thus will be
more likely to be replaced. Management turnover incentives, however, should be more
carefully used when a firm faces intrinsically higher variability of profits. For these firms,
it is harder for the government to discern whether poor performance is due to technology
or demand shocks or due to managerial slacking. As a result, the government should be
more reluctant to replace the managers whose firms face higher uncertainty. Finally, the
government's profitability (or revenue) goals dictate that larger firms will find their
managers replaced more readily, for the economic benefits of replacing a bad manager
increase monotonically with the size of the firm. These hypotheses are referred to as the
management-discipline hypothesis.
]8SherwinRosen,"Contractsand The MarketforExecutives,"in Lars Werinand Hans
Wijkander,eds., ContractEconomics,Oxford,UK.:Basil Blackwell,1992.
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Centralized Control, Firm Size, and Capital Intensity
In giving different controls to SOEs, the government sacrifices differential benefits in
terms of control amenity.'9 Implementation of different reforms, moreover, incurs
different governance costs. These considerations will partially determine how the
incentive structure and control rights are related to a firm's size and capital intensity.
In deciding on MRS status, the government sees more control amenity in more
capital-intensive firms, because it cares for capital maintenance and accumulation besides
profitability. When capital-intensive firms become more independent, the government has
to worry more about their tendency to abuse equipment or not accumulate capital in
single-minded pursuit of short run profits. The analysis of Holmstrom and Milgrom
(1991) 20 is relevant to

our discussion: when the principal pursues multiple goals (for

example, profit and capital accumulation in our case), a stronger reward (MRS with pay
sensitivity in our context) for one objective (profit in this case) might lead the firm to
sacrifice others. The principal, therefore, may opt for low-powered incentives (no MRS or
MRS with lower pay sensitivity). One might naturally assume that, by the same line of
reasoning, more capital-intensive firms would also be less likely to have production
autonomy. This is not, however, true. First, the granting of production autonomy was not
associated with strong incentives for one objectives versus the other(s), while MRS is

19 See Demsetzand Lehn (1985),in H. Demsetz(1988),Ownership,Controland the Firm,New
York: Basil Blackwell.
20 See BengtHolmstromand Paul Milgrom,"MultitaskPrincipal-Agent
Analyses:Incentive

Contracts, Asset Ownership, and Job Design," Journla of Law, Economics, and Organization 7(1991): 2452.
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clearly associated with pay sensitivity. Second, as will be discussed later, production
autonomy (but not MRS) and capital intensity are complementary in raising productivity.
A larger firm represents better control amenity to the government. It has more
employment at stake; and it produces a more strategically important product (such as
steel and energy). As a result, the government tends to maintain control over production
of larger firms. In these firms we expect the government to rely on a more centralized
control mode, as indicated by less production autonomy to the firm, higher mandatoryplan share, lower-powered profit-sharing regimes (low profit retention rates), and larger
shares of investment financed by government funds. We call the hypotheses in this and
last paragraph the control-amenity hypothesis.
To the extent that MRS may also have an autonomy component, the control
amenity hypothesis imply that large firms (which have higher control amenity) are less
likely to have MRS. An important caveat, however, is that it is not clear how much more
autonomy a firm had after the adoption of MRS. The main feature of MRS was not
production autonomy; rather, MRS represents the government's attempt to use a
performance contract with an incentive component to govern firms. The government
could, after all, substitute targets of the MRS contract for direct control, and, therefore,
maintain its grip on the firm. Indeed, production autonomy reform largely preceded MRS
reform: in 1986, 40% of firms had production autonomy whereas only 8% of firms had
MRS. By 1989, while 88% of firms had MRS, only 67% of firms had production
autonomy. In addition, whereas from 1986-1989 the share of firms under MRS rose from
8% to 88%, the mandatory-plan share dropped only minimally, from 60% to 57%.

14

There is anotherreasonwhy larger firms may be less likely to have MRS (as
predictedby the control-amenityhypothesis),and they are more likelyto obtain
productionautonomy(oppositeto what is predictedby that hypothesis);it is because
largerfirms are associatedwith lower governancecosts. It is surelyeasier to directly
manage a large firm with 100 employeesthan to manage 100 firms of one employee.
Giiventhe extentof informationcosts, the governmentcan economizeby firstpushing
MRS in largerfirms becausetheir agreementsentailslower relativenegotiationcosts and
enforcementcosts---afterall the governmenthas to audit the accountingbooksto evaluate
thiefirm, go throughthe managementselectionprocess,then signthe contractregardless
of a firm's size. Noticethat larger firms do not necessarilyadopt MRS more readily,for
control-amenityhypothesissuggestthe opposite.Similarly,lowerper capitagovernance
costs for larger firms also imply that these firms are more likelyto be governedby the
governmentitself, and thus are less likelyto enjoy productionautonomy.We call this
governance-costs hypothesis.
SOE Property Rights and the Goverment's Revenue and Equality Motives

The revenue(or profitability)motive of the governmentdictatesthat morecapitalintensivefirms shouldbe more likelyto implementthe reformsthat raise total factor
productivity.Just imaginea productionfunction:y-=Ak' L TFP8 , wherey is per capita
value added,A a constant,k capitalintensity,L the numberof employees,and TFPtotal
factor productivity.SinceTFP increasedwith marginalprofitretentionrates,production
autonomy,managerialwage discretion,firm-levelpay sensitivity,and decreaseswith the

211

am indebtedto a refereefor this point.
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mandatory-plan share, apparently k and these reforms are complements in raising a

firm's value added (

a kaTFP

> 0).22

Thus, when pursuingrevenue,ceteris paribus, the

government is likely to allow more capital-intensive firms a higher marginal retention
rate, larger firm-level pay sensitivity, a lower mandatory-plan share, higher likelihood of
production autonomy, and of managerial wage discretion. This is called the TFP-capitalcomplementarity hypothesis.
As postulated earlier, besides revenue and control, the government also wants to
reduce income inequality across firms. This objective adds further shape to the
configuration of property rights. First, the government can selectively allocate
investment in favor of poor firms by giving them increased access to government funds,
which are offered free of charge or at preferential rate. Second, the government may
permit poorer firms to have higher base profit retention rates, which represents a lump
surn transfer. Note that marginal retention rate will not be used: it has incentive therefore
real allocative effects, a consequence not intended by redistritutive purpose.
Finally, the government may grant more production autonomy to bail out firms in
trouble, knowing that firms with production autonomy tend to achieve better
productivity.

While some may find it odd that the government would redistribute

through giving poor firms productivity-enhancing policies, it needs not be, at least for the
Chinese government, which has granted many cities special policies in attracting foreign

22

In addition,itwasfoundthat,whenwe didnotallowdifferential
effectsof newmanagement
by

governance(i.e.,by central,provincial,prefecture,and countrygovernments),TFP did not increasewith
the presenceof new management.SeeL. Colin Xu, "The Effectsand Determinantsof Decentralized
Reforms,"Ph.D.thesis,the Universityof Chicago,1996.
23 Xu (1996)found that firms with productionautonomyhave significantlyhigherproductivity
levelsand growthrates.
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capital, and given many poor regions tax exemptions and more independence in
governance. Since production autonomy increases productivity for all types of firms, it is
demanded by all firms; since the government enjoys control, the government is more
likely to give up control to firms where its cost is lower: relative to giving production
autonomy to rich firms, giving it to poor firms at least increase the government's utility
by reducing income inequality and is therefore more likely. We call these hypotheses
raised here the equality-motive hypotheses.
Why doesn't the government transfer cash directly to firms to avoid distortion? It
may be that it faces substantial cost in breaking its own budget constraint; moreover,
direct cash transfers are more visible and therefore entail higher political costs than the
afore-mentioned methods. Additionally, some might ask, why not just decentralize
production and give financial independence to poorly-performing firms? After all, these
firms are most in need of restructuring. The answer is that these firms are not willing to
participate in some cases. Production autonomy will make firms better off, thus poor
firms will accept production autonomy. In contrast, participating in MRS and having
hig,h-poweredincentives, as discussed earlier, are associated with lower lump sum
transfer, leaving poor firms worse off, so they will not participate. What is more, MRS in
particular and performance contracts in general were not associated with substantial
productivity gains.24Therefore, it does not appear to be an effective redistributive
mechanism. Similarly, because financial independence for poor SOEs is not as
comfortable and risk-free as under the centralized status quo, it is often not embraced;
moreover, financial independence entails hard budget constraints, which were not feasible
given that the government did not want to bankrupt firms. In short, when some
decentralized reforms threaten their status quo, poor firms may not participate.
24 In Bureaucratsin Business(the WorldBank, 1995,OxfordUniversityPress:New York),it is
found that the use of performancecontractson SOEshad minimalgains. Xu (1996) (seexxi) findsMRSto
have alsonegligiblegains (exceptits pay sensitivitycomponents,whichwas associatedwith significant
productivitygains).
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Table 2 summarizes the hypotheses about the determinants of the reforms.

Table2. Summaryof the relationshipbetweenreformsand SeveralKey Variables
Reforms:
Risks

rate

Efficiency
level
-: equality
motive

Marginal

?

-:

Base retention

?-:

retentionrate

Determinants of Reforms:
Number of
employees
control-amenity

insuranceincentive

-:

control-amenity

Capital intensity
?
+: TFP-capital-

complementarity

tradeoff
Probability:

-:

Production
autonomy
Mandatory plan
share

equality
motive

+: equality

insuranceincentivetradeoff

-: control-amenity
-: governance-costs

+: TFP-capital-

+: insurance-

+: control-amenity
+: governance-costs

-:

control-amenity

-:

-:

motive

incentive-

complementarity
TFP-capitalcomplementarity

tradeoff
Probability: MRS

+: self-selection -: insuranceincentive

-:

control-amenity

+: governance-costs

tradeoff
Firm-levelpay
sensitivity

+: self-selection ?

+: AlchianDemsetz

-: control-amenity
-: Alchian-Demsetz

+: TFP-capitalcomplementarity
Managerialwage ?
discretion
The change of

-:

management
% of investment
from gov'tfunds

?

management- -: management
discipline

-:

equality-

discipline

?

+: AlchianDemsetz

+: TFP-capitalcomplementarity
+: Alchian-Demsetz

+: management
discipline

?

+: Control-amenity ?

motive

Note. +, -, and ? imply a positive, a negative, and an ambiguous relationship.

IV. EmpiricalStrategyand Findings
This section presents empirical results of the determinants of property rights and tests the
hypotheses proposed in the last section. Alternative estimation strategies will be used
depending on whether the dependent variable is discrete or continuous. For binomial
reform variables---the managerial wage discretion, MRS, and autonomy --a binomial
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2 5 andthe samplesconsistof those years when the considered
Probitmodel is estimated,

reform was not adoptedor had just been adopted.26 For continuousvariables---bsan
base and
marginalretentionrate, financingvariables,and the mandatory-planshare ---we estimate
O]LS,fixedeffects,and randomeffectsmodels,using all observationsfor whichthe
dependentvariablesare not missing.Specificationtests will be used to examinethese
alternativemodels.27 For each specification,only the best results are reportedbased on
statisticalcriteria.In examiningfirm wage elasticity,sinceit was a constantfor all the
years followingthe adoptionof MRS,and not observedor non-existentfor firms without
a MURS
contract,our sampleconsistsof all MRS-participatingfirms in the year when
MRS was adopted.
Basedon the considerationsof the last section,the includedexplanatoryvariables
are as follows.
1.Profitabilityof thefirm lastyear (Iny,t,): a proxy for the efficiencylevel of the
firm. Onemight questionwhetherlast year's profitabilityadequatelycapturesthe price
and subsidydifferences. We will thereforeuse a functionof subsidiesto predictproperty
rights,includingsubsidyvariablessuchas financingarrangementsand base retention
rates. As will be pointed out later, we shall controlindustry,governanceandyear
dummies,whichshouldfilter out industry-,governance-,and year-specificprice and
subsidydifferences. In addition,because SOEsbecameincreasinglyactivein the market
by sellingpart of their productsand buyingpart of their inputs from the market,the plan
2-The underlyingassumptionsof binomialProbitmodel are as follows.Let the outcome,y, be
either0 or 1. lety* be an index functionsuchthaty is I if y*2 0, and 0 if y*< 0. Assume y* = kg + s,
whereX is the determinantsof outcomey, and f the associatedparameters,and e the disturbanceterm.
Then probability(y=1) = probability(13 + E > 0) = (D(XAI).
26In this sample,once you had one of the three afore-mentionedreform dummies,you had it till
the end of our sample period.Therefore,only years before a reform or the year reform was adopted are
relevantsamplewhenwe examinethe determinantsof that reform.
27We use F-testto choosebetweenOLS and fixed effectsmodel, Hausman'stest betweenrandom
effects and fixed effectsmodel, and Breusch-PagenLagrangianmultipliertest between OLS and random
effectsmodel.
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price difference embodied in the profitability measure became less and less important.
Profitability in the prior year, therefore, became an increasingly reliable measure of a
firm's efficiency. Moreover, for continuous variables, which include subsidy variables
(financing variables and base retention rate), we shall experiment with fixed effects
models which are likely to filter out firm-specific subsidies and price differences. Taken
together, these steps should ensure that last year's profitability is a reasonable proxy for
efficiency.
2. Riskiness of the environment:28represented by the coefficient of variation for
profitability (lny,) -- its standard deviation over its mean --computed by industry x year
cells (thus it has both cross-sectional and time series variations). In the calculation there
are ten industries, and ten years (1980-89), so a firm could receive one of 100 risk
indicators.
3. Production structure of the firm: the capital-labor ratio (In k), and the
employment of a firm (In L). Capital is measured by the total net fixed capital stock
divided by the number of employees. It is deflated by firm-specific price index,
constructed from the data set.29
4. Governance dummies.30Firms with alternative governance status had a
different tendency to decentralize, as each governance status represented both distinct
amenity of control to the government and different executive procedures to implement
reforms. Moreover, the governance status of a firm was closely related to the subsidy
level it received from the government: in general, the higher the authority of the firm's
governing agency, the higher the subsidy level.

2 Demsetz and Lehn (1985) consideredthe noisiness of environment as a factor that determines
the diffusenessof corporateownership.I followtheir tradition.
291have also experimentedwith a province-specific
consumerprice index,and the empirical
resultsremainedsimilar.

30Fromthe

data set, we know that the higher authorityof the governingbody,the more controlled
(lower)the output price,and the more subsidizedthe inputs.
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5. Industry, province, and year dummies. Industry dummies control for systematic
differences in control amenity to the government across industries. Provincial dummies
control for province-specific differences in implementing the central government's
policies. Year dummies capture macro shocks over time: the increasing intensity of
cornpetition from village and township firms, and collective firms; policy changes; and
trends of decentralized reforms.
The empirical results are displayed in table 3 (panel A for discrete, and panel B
for continuous dependent variables).

MRS (panel A) and Firm Pay Elasticity (panel B)
The results show that firms with higher productivity adopted MRS more readily. Further,
better-performing firms tended to have higher firm wage elasticity, representative of
high-powered incentives. These observations support self-selection hypotheses.31
The MRS Probit results also suggest that firms in industries with more volatile
profits appeared to be more reluctant to adopt MRS. This is consistent with insuranceincentive-tradeoff hypothesis. In addition, larger firms were more likely to adopt MRS.

31 Somemay questionwhetherthe positivecorrelationbetweenMRS and efficiencylevel is
merely a manifestationof reversecausality:low profitabilityis causedby tightercontrol(as indicatedby
no MARS
contract)and a lowerplan price for strategicallyimportantproducts.However,the profit measure
I use is laggedone period,and, shouldbe viewed,therefore,as predetermined.As a result,the causalityis
more likelyto be fromlower productivityto tightercontrol. Moreover,Xu (1996) findsthat, relativeto
firmsthat had not eventuallyadoptedMRS,thosethat did enjoyedsignificantlyhigherproductivityeven
beforethe adoptionof MRS,a piece of evidenceagainstreversecausality.
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Table 3. The Determinants of Property Rights Structure of Chinese SOEs
Panel A. Discrete Dependent Variables
Change of management
Probit
Change in
estimates prob. when Xi
change by
one standard
deviation

Numberof Observation
Log likelihood

Dependent Variable:
Adopting MRS
Delegating autonomy
Probit
Estimates

Change in
prob. when Xi
change by
one standard
deviation

Delegating managerial
wage discretion
Probit
Change in
Probit
Change in
Estimates prob. when Estimates prob. when Xi
Xi change by
change by one
one standard
standard
deviation
deviation

3463

3825

4234

5418

-1338.02

-939.32

-1186.41

-823.16

Prob.(the eventhappensthis year)

.090

.107

.145

.040

In(valueaddedper capita at the
previousyear)

-.057
(.037)

-.016

.093*
(.048)

.019

-.067*
(.040)

-.009

-.004
(.049)

-.0002

Variationcoefficientof avg. value
added in the industryat year t

-6.091**
(2.694)

-.030

-7.623**
(3.848)

-.032

-6.201**
(2.931)

-.017

2.554
(3.262)

.003

.009

-.089*

-.015

.080

.009

.029

.001

ln(capital-laborratio)

.045
(.045)

In(number of employees)

.067*
(.034)

(.053)
.018

.184***
(.042)

(.048)
.042

-.044
(.036)

(.055)
-.007

.139***
(.042)

.007
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Panel B. Continuos Dependent Variables
Dependent Variable:
Mandatory-plan
% investment
share
financed by gov't
fund

Firm Pay
Elasticity

Base retention
rate of profit

Marginal
retention rate of
profit

Model

OLS

Fixedeffects

Randomeffects

Fixedeffects

Numberof observations

617

3848

2397

R-Square

.124

.109
-.014**
(.007)

In(value added per capita at the
previous year)
Variation coefficient of avg. value

added in the industryat year t
ln(capital-laborratio)
ln(numberof employees)

.086***
(.019)

% investment
financed by bank
loans

% investment
financed by
retained profits

Randomeffects

Randomeffects

random effects

2715

4034

4154

3197

.080

.040

.091

.113

.053

.005
(.007)

.014*
(.007)

-. 017**
(.007)

.024***
(.008)

.022***
(.006)

1.380

-.049

-.600**

-.032

-. 178

-. 194

-.034

(1.843)

(.249)

(.279)

(.296)

(.279)

(.316)

(.209)

-.035*
(.021)

.010
(.009)

.014
(.010)

-.017*
(.010)

.011
(.009)

.034***
(.010)

-.022**
(.007)

.030*

-.074***

-.013

.090***

.020*

.010

-.015

(.015)

(.028)

(.011)

(.012)

(.010)

(.015)

(.025)

Note. In random effects regressionand Probit estimations,other includedvariablesare 9 industrydummies,9 year dummies,four governancedummies,and
threeprovince dummies. In fixed effects regressions,other includedvariablesare 9 year dummies. Estimateswith *** are significantat 1% level, with ** at
5%, and with * at 10%.
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As discussed earlier, on the one hand, to the extent MRS might have an autonomy
component, MRS should be less likely for large firms because they offered more control
amenity to the government; on the other hand, their lower governance costs made large
firms more likely to have MRS. The finding that larger firms were more likely to be
under MRS indicates that the governance costs consideration was, perhaps, more
important than control amenity consideration in determining firms' participation in MRS.
Finally, more capital-intensive firms were less likely to adopt MRS. This supports
the control amenity hypothesis, which maintains that the government will be more
reluctant to grant a firm independence if it represents a higher control amenity. As
discussed earlier, when granting MRS to firns, the government has to be concerned more
about relatively capital-intensive firms: there is greater potential efficiency loss
associated with the abuse of capital that is spawned by the explicit pay sensitivity in
MRS. Indeed, the firm pay elasticity regression suggests that more capital-intensive firns
had lower pay sensitivity. Since (from table 2) pay sensitivity should decrease with
capital intensity by Alchian-Demsetz and control-amenity hypotheses, and increase by
TFP-capital-complementarity hypothesis, the result implies that the considerations
associated with the first two hypotheses were more important than that with the third. In
addition, larger firms tended to have higher pay sensitivity. This finding is consistent
with the Alchian-Demsetz hypotheses.

The Managerial Wage Discretion (panel A)
The delegation of managerial wage discretion is not affected by past performance and the
volatility of profits in the firm's industry. Meanwhile it increases with capital intensity
(statistically insignificant) and the size of employment. These observations are broadly
consistent with the Alchian-Demsetz hypotheses and the TFP-capital-complementarity
hypothesis: larger and more capital-intensive firms need more discretion to monitor.
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The Change of Management
I tried two specifications for the determinants of management change. In table 2
performance was measured by the level of value added in the previous year; in table 3, it
was measured by the difference of value added between last year and the year before.
Besides fitting the data better, the latter variable is economically more meaningful as
well: the difference can filter out firm-specific advantage in price and market power.
The findings from both specifications largely draw the same conclusions. Larger
employment entailed higher likelihood of management turnover. So it appears that the
government was aware of the increasing benefits of management change in larger firms.
In addition, higher volatility of profits in the industry of the firm was associated with less
chance of management change. So the government was more cautious to point fingers at
managers when there was more uncertainty involved with a firm's profitability. Finally,
poorer performance gave rise to higher management turnover. The result is stronger when
we used the change of profits rather than the level as the performance measure. So the
government indeed based management change on profitability. These findings support
the management-discipline hypothesis.

Table 4. The Determinants of management turnover: another specification
dependent variable: changing management
Model

Probit
Estimates

Number of observations
Log likelihood.
Probability that the event happens this year

2813
-1271.33

Change of average value added from (t-2) to (t-1)

-.107*
(.060)
-5.727*
(2.972)
.008

Variation coefficient of avg. value added in the industry at year t
In kt, -In k1.2
ln(number of employees)
_ ____________________________________________________

Change in prob. when Xi change
by one standard deviation

.145

(.102)
.062*

-.018
-.035
.001
.021

(.035)
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Note. Otherincludedvariablesare the sameas in Probit modelof table 2. Estimateswith * are significantat 10%
level.

Profit RetentionRates (panelB)
Profitretentionrates seemto play multipleroles. First, the base profitretentionrate acted
as a transfermechanism:the base retentionrate was negativelyrelatedto the firm's past
performance,while the marginalretentionrate was not affectedby this measure. It
appears the governmentused base retentionrate as a transfermechanismto narrowthe
gap of incomebetweenrich and poor firms.32 This observationis consistentwith the
equality-motivehypothesis.Second,profit retentionrates acted as insurance.SOEs
in industrieswith higher volatilityof profits facedlower marginalretentionrates.This is
consistentwith insurance-incentive-tradeoff
hypothesis.That is, firms facing higherrisks
shouldhave lower-poweredincentives. Third, profit retentionrates acted as
complementaryincentivearrangementsto centralizedcontrol.LargerSOEswere granted
lower profit retentionrates (insignificantfor the marginalrate, and significantfor the base
rate). This findingshouldbe looked at jointly with an observationmade later, namely,the
governmenttendedto maintain moredirect controland give lower-poweredincentivesto
larger firms. The finding is also consistentwith control-amenityhypothesis,which holds
that, becauselarger firms signalbetter controlamenity,they are more likelyto be
centrallycontrolled.

Production Decision Rights
This category includes production autonomy (panel A) and the mandatory-plan share
(panel B). By both measures, SOEs with worse performance in the previous year were
found more likely to have production autonomy. As a result, efficient firms were
implicitly penalized while inefficient ones rewarded. This is consistent with the equality-

32 Sincethebaseprofitis a fixedamount,
thenumber(baseprofitx baseretentionrate)isjust a
lumpsumtransfer.
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motive hypothesis. In addition, SOEs in industries of higher volatility were less likely to
have production autonomy. This renders support for our insurance-incentive-tradeoff
hypothesis. Finally, larger SOEs seemed to be less likely to have production autonomy.
This is consistent with the control-amenity hypothesis: the govemrnent is less likely to
give up control to larger firms because of their high control amenity.
More capital-intensive firms were found to have better chance of production
aultonomy(insignificant) and lower mandatory-plan share (significant). This is consistent
with the TFP-capital-complementarity hypothesis: an efficiency-minded government will
grant autonomy to more capital-intensive firms because TFP and capital-intensity are
complementary in raising productivity.

Financing Arrangements (Panel B)
The results show that, first, SOEs with better past performance relied more on bank loans
and their profit retention for investment, and less on government funds. Thus the
government appeared to use investment financing to reduce income inequality across
finns. This piece of evidence supports the equality-motive hypothesis. It also indicates
the presence of "ratchet effects:" the govermment,in striving for equality, rewarded
inefficient firms while penalized efficient ones. Second, capital-intensive firms depended
more on bank loans and less on their own retained profits, probably reflecting both their
greater need for capital, and the banks' role in allocating investment funds. Finally, larger
firmnsrelied more heavily on the government for investment. This is consistent with the
conrtrol-amenityhypothesis: because larger firms present better control amenity, they
tended to receive more centralized control as reflected in the traditional financing
arrangement.

V. Concluding Remarks
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We have examined how Chinese SOEs and government partitioned property rights. Table
5 summarizes this paper by listing the hypotheses and specific empirical findings, which
were generally consistent. The predictions were generated from the following framework:
with three goals in mind (revenue or profitability, control and inter-firm equality), the
risk-neutral government designs incentives, control rights and financing arrangements to
cope with the information advantage of firms. Many pieces of evidence lend credence to
the framework: when granting capital-intensive SOEs managerial wage discretion and
low pay sensitivity, the government appeared to reduce the harm associated with
employees' discretion in pursuing short-run rewards; when using profitability as a
criterion to judge managers, it appeared to align managerial incentives with its efficiency
goal; when granting high-powered incentives for better-performing firms and lowpowered incentives for poorly-performing ones, it appeared to use contract to reveal the
types of firms, and thus achieve a tradeoff of incentives and extracting rent; when it was
more willing to implement MRS in larger firms, again at the heart is the information
problem -- it incurs higher monitoring costs to supervise 100 firms of one employee than
to supervise a firm with 100 employees.
The findings of this paper offer some insights about the sources of inefficiency of
SOEs. One source is the dynamic inefficiency uncovered in this paper: the "ratchet
effects," represented by giving better firms lower base retention rates and less subsidized
investment funds, make efficient firms unwilling to reveal their true efficiency level;
instead, they pretend to be inefficient by slacking so that they can get more transfers. So
there are inherent conflicts between two of the government's goals: the revenue
objectives and the equality goals. Another source of inefficiency is the control motive of
the government, which prevents many SOEs from becoming decentralized and therefore
improving their productivity. The final source is, perhaps, the most difficult to tackle: the
information problem embedded in the government-enterprises relationship. To the extent
that the government can design mechanisms to reduce managers' informational
28

Table 5. Matching Hypotheses and Evidence
Hypothesis
Insurance-incentives-tradeoff'firms facing more risks will
be given lower-poweredincentives;the governmentwill
managetheir operationsmore directly.

Evidence
Firms in industrieswith more profit volatility had lower
marginalprofit retention rates, more centralized
production control, and were less likely to adopt MRS.

Self-selection,:Efficient firms will choose MRS with strong
incentives,while inefficientones will self-select into either
MRS with weak incentives or no MRS.

Firms with better past performancesadoptedMRS more
often, and had higher firm-levelpay sensitivity.

Alchian-Demnsetz
Hypothesis(about internal labor
incentives):to prevent employeesfrom pursuing short-run
bonus too ag!gressivelyby abusing equipment,in more
capital-intensivefirms the managershould dependmore on
monitoring(managerialwage discretion)and less on pay
sensitivityto motivatesemployees. Moreover,when a firm
is larger, strongerinternal labor incentivesare called for.

The firm-levelpay sensitivityincreased with firm size,
and decreasedwith capital intensity. The tendency to
grant managerialwage discretionto a firm increased
with both its capital intensityand size.

Management-Discipline:To motivate managers,their careers
will be made dependenton their performance.The discipline
is more beneficial in bigger firms becausethe productivity
gains are multiplied by the size of the firm. However,when
the noisinessof environmentis large,managementturnover
is unlikelyto function well as a discipline device.

Managers were more likely to be replaced when recent
productivitychange was smaller, or when firm size was
larger, or when the industriesthey were in had lower
volatility of profits

GovernanceCosts:in governing firms the government will
try to reduce governancecosts, which implies that larger
firms will be more likelyto have MRS and less so to have
productiondecision rights.

Larger firns were more likely to have MRS, and less so
to have production autonomy,and had larger mandatoryplan share.

Control-Ameniity:
the governmentwill control firms whose
control amenity is higher. Better control amenity lies in
larger firms, or in more capital-intensivefirms in the
presence of explicit pay sensitivityto profit.

Larger firms were under a more centralizedcontrol
mode: lower profit retentionrates, less production
autonomy,and more investmentfrom governmentfunds.
They were not, however, less likely to have MRS, as
predictedby control amenity hypothesis.This indicates
that in determiningMRS for larger firms, governance
costs were the dominantconsideration.More capitalintensivefirms were less likely to be under MRS.

TFP-Capital-Complementarity:
Complementaryto capital
intensityin raising productivityare production autonomy,
marginalretention rate, firm-levelpay sensitivity,and
managerialwage discretion.In pursuing efficiency,the
governmentwill allow more capital-intensivefirms to have
higher marginalretention rates, higher firm-levelpay
sensitivity,and higher likelihoodof production autonomy
and managerialwage discretion.

More capital-intensivefirms had better chance of
enjoying production autonomyand managerialwage
discretion, had a higher marginal retentionrate and a
lower mandatory-planshare. These firms, however, were
not more likely to have higher firm-levelpay sensitivity
(as predictedby this hypothesis);so the control-amenity
and Alchian-Demsetzhypothesesdominatedthis
hypothesisin determiningfirm-levelpay sensitivity.

Equality-Motive:The governmenthas an intention to reduce
inequalityamongfirms.

Firms with worse performancewere allowed higher base
profit retentionrate, higher share of investmentfrom
governmentfunds and lower share from self-financing,
and more likely to have production autonomy.
29

advantage, the SOE reforms can improve productivity. Additional evidence in support of
this claim comes from Groves et al (1995),33who find that firms whose management
replacements were filled by bidding procedure experienced higher efficiency gains than
firms that used other procedures which did not reveal as much information about firms.
However, agency problems, especially the information advantage of SOEs, coupled with
objectives of the government that deviate from profits, may severely limit the mileage
one can expect from incentive- and contract-based partial reforms.

33

See note 2.
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